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Abstract

The multiphysics code Spectrum TM is applied to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic pressures of

oscillating cascade of airfoils representing a blade row of a turbomachinery component.

Multiphysics simulation is based on a single computational framework for the modeling of multiple

interacting physical phenomena, in the present case being between fluids and structures. Interaction

constraints are enforced in a fully coupled manner using the augmented-Lagangian method. The

arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method is utilized to account for deformable fluid domains resulting

from blade motions. Unsteady pressures are calculated for a cascade designated as the tenth

standard, and undergoing plunging and pitching oscillations. The predicted unsteady pressures are

compared with those obtained from an unsteady Euler code referred in the literature. The

Spectrum TM code predictions showed good correlation for the cases considered.

Introduction

Historically, the broad scope of aeropropulsion multidisciplinary applications necessitates that a

collection of approaches, with distinct capabilities, be developed (Ref. 1). Several classes of

multidisciplinary tools are currently employed in the aeropropulsion industry. The "Loosely

coupled" approach, where existing single disciplinary codes are run, data is generated, made

available and used for subsequent analysis, is the most widely approach in use today. This

approach is implemented in industry by having separate disciplinary "departments" where one

department (e.g. aerodynamics) generates results and passes these results on to subsequent

departments (e.g. structures). For this approach, the data must be in the correct format for use by

the subsequent analysis, but the subsequent code need not directly communicate with the

previous code. The limitation of this approach is that the physics of the problem must be loosely

coupled or incorrect results may be produced.
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A second approach of coupling is the "coupled process" approach where individual disciplinary

codes are used, similar to the loosely coupled approach. However, in the coupled process

approach the disciplinary codes are linked and run concurrently with each other. An example of

this approach is coupling an engine inlet aerodynamic code with a compressor code to predict the

system response on an inlet coupled to the engine compressor. A major disadvantage of this

approach is that the capabilities of the coupled codes tend to be application specific and

additional effort is normally required to extend the capabilities to other applications.

The third approach is the "system of equation-fully coupled approach", or multiphysics approach,

where a single code is used and all the disciplines are represented in the fundamental equations.

This approach addresses those applications whose characteristics require that the disciplines be

coupled at the fundamental equation level to accurately, and/or more efficiently, capture the

multidisciplinary physics of the problem. The coupled process approach may be applicable to a

limited number of such applications, however, the coupled process approach requires that

specialized tools be developed to exchange and manage data among disciplinary codes. The

multiphysics approach overcomes the limitations of the previously described approaches by

providing a single code accurately containing all the necessary disciplines thus eliminating the

need for data exchange, data exchange tools and the overhead associated with maintaining a

collection of separate disciplinary codes.

NASA Glenn Research Center initiated a project to evaluate the Spectrum TM code for

multidisciplinary aeropropulsion applications. As part of this project a collection of in-house and

industry selected test cases were used to assess the potential use of this code as an industry tool
"I'M

for multidisciplinary simulations. Spectrum , a product developed by Centric Engineering

Systems, Inc. (Refs. 2 and 3), currently ANSYS, Inc., provides the ability to include fluids,

structures, and their interactions with each other in a single-pass simulation. In this simulation,

the engineer can capture the true multiphysics behavior of products. Furthermore, this is

accomplished in only one software program and in a single simulation run. Instead of a collection

of existing codes, Spectrum's TM multiphysics capabilities are provided within the fundamental

equations used to characterize the problem. Currently, there are no other available commercial

products that possess the broad scope of multiphysics capabilities available in Spectrum TM. As a

part of this project, results for four aeropropulsion related problems are currently available; (1) a

disk quenching simulation, (2) a drum rotor problem, (3) a centrifugal compressor simulation,

and (4) a cooled cowl lip. Results from these simulations are available in Ref. 7 and more

detailed reports are available from Centric Engineering Systems, Inc.

Aeromechanical Applications for Turbomachines

Two important multidisciplinary aeropropulsion problems are flutter and forced response. These

phenomena occur as a result of interactions between the aerodynamic flow and the structural

behavior of the turbomachinery blading. Forced vibrations may lead to high cycle fatigue
failures, while flutter is a self-excited event that may lead to unstable aeromechanical situations.

Numerous computational techniques are available for predicting flutter and forced response

(Ref. 11). Computer codes are available for two and three-dimensional aeromechanical
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simulations,bladeddisksandcascades,subsonicthroughsupersonicflow, andfrequencyand
transientanalysis.Unfortunately,mostof thesetechniquesaredesignedfor specificaerodynamic
regimes,mechanicalconfigurations,or typesof aeromechanicalbehaviorsandthereforeoften
requiremodificationsbeforetheymaybeappliedto othertypesof aerodynamicor mechanical
conditions.To overcomethelimitationsof applicationspecificaeromechanicaltechniques,and
to minimizethecostsassociatedwith developingandmaintainingacollectionof codes,general-
purposemultidisciplinarycodesthatareapplicableto abroadclassof aeropropulsion,aswell as
generalmultidisciplinaryproblems,mustbedevelopedandemployed.Therearetwo major
benefitsto implementingageneral-purposesimulationcode.First, thesecodesareableto more
accuratelycapturethephysicsby integrallymodelingthefluids andstructuresthroughthebasic
physicalequations,andsecond,thesamemodelcanbeusedfor multiplepurposes.Forexample,
insteadof usingonesetof codesto predictflutter thenanothersetof codesfor aerodynamic
performanceandstill anotherfor generalstructuraldesign,asinglemodelandcodecanbeused
for all aspectsof thedesign.A disadvantageof general-purposecodesis thattheyoftenare
computationallydemandingandoftenrequireconsiderablemorerun timethanspecialized
simulationcodeswhichcanbecomputationallyoptimizedfor their specificapplication.

An overallrequirementfor a general-purposeaeromechanicalsimulationtool is theability to
performtransientsimulations.Havingtransientanalysiscapabilitiesenablesfrequencybased
analysisto bedone,aswell, sincefrequencydatacanbeextractedfrom thetransientresults.
Also,a transientsimulationcanbeusedto modelaerodynamicandstructuralnonlinearities
(e.g.aerodynamicairfoil loadsarenonlinearfor largeblademotions).Thedisadvantageof this
approachis thatvery longresponsedurationarerequiredleadingto simulationsthatmaytake
weeksor evenmonthsto run.

In theareaof modeling,thereis arequirementfor generalthree-dimensionalcapabilitiesto
modelthestructuralandaerodynamiccharacteristicsof realbladegeometries.Thereis alsoa
needfor afully coupledaerodynamicandstructuralcapabilityto capturethetrue interactions
betweentheflow field andthestructure.Most capabilitiesin usetodayarebasedonsomeform
of assumedstructuralmotionthatis usedto predicttheresultingaerodynamicresponse.The
aerodynamicresponsethenis usedto assessthevalidity of theassumedstructuralmotion.This
approachmaybeadequatefor mostapplications,however,it mayleadto anomissionof certain
typesof aeromechanicalresponse.

Tocaptureall possibleaeromechanicalresponseseitheracoupledaero-structuralsimulation
whereaeroandstructuralstatevariablesareexchangedat leasteverytimestepor a fully coupled
simulation,whereall motionsarederivedfrom thephysicalsystem,maybe required.A very
limited numberof worksaddressthefully coupledsimulation.Themostrelevantto thisproject
wasperformedbyBendikson(Ref. 14)whereflutter calculationswereperformedfor a cascade
usingacoupledfluid-structuresystem.Thiswork waslimited to two-dimensionalsystemsand
structuresthatcanbemodeledusingplatefinite elements.TheSpectrum TM code has also been

used for studying panel flutter and wing flutter by Rifai, et al, Ref. 7 and for aeromechanical

study of airfoils undergoing pitching and plunging oscillations by Grisval, et al, Ref. 8. They
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showedgoodcorrelation with published results. However, the study was restricted to isolated

wings and airfoils. To the authors' knowledge, the Spectrum TM code is the only commercial code

providing a fully coupled simulation capability with three-dimensional modeling and a robust
selection of finite elements and fluid and structure material models.

Model Description and Analysis Approach

In the present study the Spectrum TM code is applied for the prediction of aerodynamic unsteady

blade loading of oscillating cascade of airfoils representing a blade row of a turbomachinery

component. The predicted unsteady loading can be used in a post stability analysis for prediction

of flutter and forced response. The calculated results will be compared with those obtained from,

LINFLX2D code, Ref. 9, developed at NASA Glenn Research Center. The LINFL2D code is a

frequency domain based linearized unsteady Euler cascade solver. The unsteady equations were

linearized about a steady solution. The steady solution is obtained from a non-linear Euler solver,

NPHASE, Ref. 10. Both of these NASA codes solve the fluid mechanics equations orl structured

meshes using a combined flux differencing and flux splitting numerical solution scheme. In both

codes, the structure and aerodynamic solvers are loosely coupled. The NASA codes to date have

been validated only for problems for which the deformations are within linear range.

The Spectrum TM code is a multiphysics simulation software package based on the finite element

method (Ref. 2). The code includes compressible and incompressible fluid flow, structural, and

thermal modeling as well as the interactions between these disciplines. Interaction among

disciplinary domains is enforced using the augmented-Lagrangian method. The finite element

representation of the fluids is based on the Galerkin-Least-Squares (GLS) method and the

arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method is used to account for deformable fluid domains.

Reynolds-averaged and large-eddy simulation models are utilized for turbulence simulation. In

this treatment, the compressible flow formulation makes use of physical entropy variables

(Ref. 2). With these variables, the fluid conservation laws are expressed in symmetric form that

intrinsically expresses the mathematical and physical stability provided by the second law of

thermodynamics. In turn, Spectrum's TM finite element formulation inherit this fundamental

stability and convergence proofs are available (Ref. 3). The finite element characterization of the

structural domains employs a 3-fieId formulation based on the Hu-Washizu variational principle

(Ref. 4). This method is well documented in the literature to address numerical locking

phenomena (Ref. 5). The kinematic description admits small and finite deformations and strains.

Linear and nonlinear material models are used for the constitutive relations with thermo-

mechanical coupling. The multiphysics approach implemented in Spectrum TM is based on a model

that is defined as a hierarchical tree of regions and interfaces. Regions are used to define a

physical characteristic of a domain, such as fluid or solid behavior, then interfaces are used to

enforce coupling between regions. The Spectrum TM software is available on both serial and

parallel computing systems.

Figure 1 depicts the modeling, simulation and post-processing procedure followed in the CUrrent

work. Geometry and mesh generation was performed using PATRAN, a widely used commercial

pre- and post-processing package. Both fluid and solid domains were modeled and meshed using
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PATRAN. Meshingof thedomainswasbasedonsufficientlycapturingthefluid andsolid
behaviorwithout anyadditionalor uniquerequirementsdueto thecouplingbetweenfluid and
soliddomainsor themultidiscipiinarynatureof thesimulation.Oncethedomainmeshesare
created,theSpectrum Editor was used to extract boundary condition information. Files

containing lists of elements and nodes on the fluid boundaries, and the boundaries between fluid

and solid domains, were obtained using the Editor. Use of the Editor is necessary since

PATRAN, which is primarily a pre-processor for solid models, is not designed to readily extract

this information and to put it into a format acceptable for the Spectrum Solver. After the analysis

model was completed, the Spectrum Solver was used to perform the actual simulation and to

generate visual and numerical transient fluid and solid output.

The Spectrum Visualizer was used for visualization and a specially written post-processor was

used to process the output data into a format for making comparisons with published

aeromechanical data. After transient simulation data was computed using the Spectrum TM code,

several additional steps are required to render the data in a format that was appropriate for

comparison to the aeromechanical data available in the literature. The first step was to extract the

pressures as a function of time on the airfoil pressure and suction surfaces and convert them to

the frequency domain using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). At least four vibration cycles

were used in this step. Next, the values of the DFT at the driving frequency were extracted and

the difference between the airfoil pressure and suction surface values were normalized and

plotted as a function of airfoil chord distance.

The aeromechanical model used for this study consists of two typical section airfoils in a fluid

domain (Figure 2). The airfoil geometry is the tenth standard configuration obtained from

Ref. 12. This configuration is a modified cambered NACA 0006 airfoil. This configuration was

chosen so a comparison could be made between the results of the present simulation and already

validated and industry accepted results. Two blade passages are modeled so that out of phase

blade motions could be analyzed. The inlet and exit boundaries were placed 1 chord length away

for direct comparison with the published results.

The fluid was modeled using air as an ideal compressible inviscid gas. The boundary conditions

at the airfoil surface were modeled as no mass flow or velocity normal to these surfaces. At the

inflow, the total pressure and total temperature were specified. The flow angle was also defined

at the inlet. The flow velocity and mesh displacement in the spanwise z-direction was set to zero

since the actual problem is two-dimensional. The static pressure was set at the outflow. Initial

pressure, temperature and velocity were specified throughout the fluid domain using results

obtained from a steady state fluid only simulation (see below). Nodes on the top and bottom of

the upper fluid region were tied to opposite nodes on the bottom and top of the lower region, to

model multiple blade passages, using periodic boundary conditions.

The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 3. Two fluid domains, corresponding to the upper

and lower blade passages, were modeled. Identical meshes are used for the upper and lower fluid

regions and solid regions. Since Spectrum TM is a 3-D code, a 3-D grid was constructed that had

only one element along the spanwise direction. Each of the fluid domains is modeled with

15702 wedge elements. Considerable mesh refinement is provided at the airfoil leading and
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trailing edges where there is predicted to be relatively large variations in the fluid flow

parameters. The solid domains are modeled using 243 hexahedral elements. A relatively coarse

mesh is used for the airfoil solid domains since airfoil elasticity is neglected and instead, the

airfoils are caused to move by applying enforced pitching and plunging displacements. It is

important to note that it is not required that the fluid and solid meshes match at their interfaces.

This unique feature of the Spectrum Solver allows for modeling coarseness or refinement based

solely on the physical behavior of the domains rather than on the geometric coupling between

domains. The generality of the interface treatment permits a variety of interaction constraints to

be used independently on the mechanical, thermal and mesh field variables. A slave-master

algorithm is used to impose continuity relations between two sides of an interface. The

interaction constrains are enforced in a fully coupled manner (Ref. 2).

All of the simulations were performed using the nonlinear dynamic capability of Spectrum TM.

The structural response and the coupling between the structure and fluid were chosen to be

characterized with linear behavior, however, a nonlinear solution was required for the fluid

domain. Simulations were performed using both the serial and parallel versions of Spectrum TM

depending on the availability of computational resources. The speed-up with the parallel

simulations was approximately scalable with the number of processors used.

Two solid domains, corresponding to the upper and lower airfoils, were modeled. The solid was

modeled using a small deformation, linear material model. Displacements at the airfoil leading

and trailing edge nodes were applied to model the prescribed pitching and plunging motions. The

actual time histories of these motions were computed from the amplitudes and reduced frequency

specified in Ref. 12 and given in Table 1.

For the fluid only steady state simulation, local time stepping was employed. This technique

enables small time steps to be applied to the regions in the fluid, which is modeled with a finer

mesh (i.e. smaller element sizes), and larger time steps where the mesh is coarse. Utilization of

this capability considerably reduces the computational time to reach steady state without any

degradation in the fidelity of the simulation results. Further efficiency is provided by applying

different time integration parameters for fluid, structure and ALE mesh used to couple fluid to
structure. The time increment was set to 3.5x 10.5 seconds in the transient simulations.

As noted above, to minimize the computational effort required for the transient simulations, a

steady state solution was run without any airfoil motion at each Mach number to obtain the

steady flow condition then the results from the steady solution were used as initial conditions for

the transient simulation. To obtain the steady solution several runs were required where the exit

pressure was varied until the desired inlet Mach number was obtained. This was required since

only the inlet Mach number value was reported in Ref. 12. Once this combination of boundary

conditions was found the flow field temperatures, pressures and velocities were used as initial

conditions for the transient simulations. The present model allows for the airfoil motions to be

out of phase with each other, however, for this study only in-phase airfoil motions were used.

NASA/'rM--2000-209635 6



Results

Calculations were made for a cascade comprising of airfoils designated as the tenth standard

configuration (C 10). The cascade has a gap to chord ratio of 1.0 and a stagger angle of

45 degrees. The C 10 airfoils are constructed by superposing the thickness distribution of a
modified NACA 5506 airfoil on a circular arc camber line. See Ref. 12 for more details.

Simulations were performed for two Mach numbers; Mach 0.70 where the flow is entirely

subsonic and Mach 0.80 where the flow is transonic with a shock in each blade passage. The

steady angle of attack is 10 degrees for M=0.7 and thirteen degees for M=0.8. A grid refinement

study was performed to ensure that the grid resolution was adequate. There are 80 points on the

airfoil. The Spectrum TM code was run in inviscid mode. Table 1 shows the combination of

simulations that were performed for this study.

Steady Flow Calculations:

The steady Mach number distribution plotted as a function of chord distance for M = 0.7 and

M = 0.8 is shown in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. For Mach 0.70 the steady angle of attack is

i0 degrees and the flow is entirely subsonic. For Mach 0.80 the steady angle of attack is i3

degrees and the flow is transonic with a normal shock occurring in each blade passage. The

steady Mach number distribution obtained from NPHASE solver, Ref. 10, is also shown in

Figure 4. For both Mach numbers, the results agree well, except that the Spectrum solver predicts

the Mach 0.80 shock location slightly downstream of that predicted by the NPHASE solver. This

may be due to the different grid size and distribution. However, the overall qualitative and

quantitative trends are the same.

Unsteady Flow Calculations:

Unsteady pressures are calculated for blades oscillating in pitoching and plunging. The
calculations were made for zero interblade phase angle (o=- 0 ) motion. As noted earlier, out of

phase motions (or = 180 °) are also possible with the present setup.

Figures 5 and 6 show the unsteady pressure difference coefficient distribution for M=0.7 for

pitching and plunging motion. The pitching motion is about mid chord. For this Mach number
the flow is shock free.

The unsteady pressure difference coefficient, ACp, is obtained by normalizing the pressure

difference between the pressure and suction surfaces. In formula:

ACe = (Psuction - Ppressure) / (([3 * U 2 * abs(ff.o + h0 * _ ))

Where Ps.ction is the pressure on the suction surface, Ppressure is the pressure on the pressure

surface, p is the air density, U is the free stream velocity, o_o is the amplitude of pitching motion,

h0 is the amplitude of plunging motion, and _ is the reduced frequency based on chord. The

blades are oscillated at a reduced frequency, _, of 1.0. The reduced frequency is defined as

"g = co * c/U, where co is the vibration frequency in radians, c is the chord and U is the free

stream velocity. The results are compared with those obtained from LINFLX2D solver, Ref. 9.

As mentioned earlier, LINFLX2D is a linearized unsteady aerodynamic solver based on the
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steady solution from NPHASE. However, with LINFLX2D the frequency domain unsteady

aerodynamic coefficients are directly obtained in the solution process. As mentioned earlier with

Spectrum TM, the time transients are calculated first, and then they are Fourier decomposed to

obtain the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients. Good agreement between the Spectrum TM results

and LINFLX2D is seen in both the cases. The agreement is especially good at the airfoil leading

edge where high loading is expected.

The unsteady pressure difference coefficient for M=0.8 is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7

shows for pitching motion and Figure 8 for plunging motion. Again the results are compared

with those obtained from LINFLX2D. Similar to the results for M--0.7, they show good

agreement. There is some difference at or near the shock location, which was the consequence of

predicting the shock location at slightly different location. The transonic results are very sensitive

to grid size and distribution, and for comparison one has to use the same grid size and

distribution. Despite of this, the overall trends are the same.

Conclusion

The multiphysics simulation code, Spectrum TM , was applied to predict unsteady aerodynamic

response of oscillating cascades in pitching and plunging motion. The oscillating cascades

represent a blade row of a turbomachinery component. The analysis is based on the finite element

method, and the approach is based on a single computational framework for the modeling of

multiple interacting physical phenomena. The augmented-Lagrangian method is used to enforce

interaction constraints among all field variables in a fully consistent manner. The arbitrary-

Lagrangian-Eulerian method is utilized to account for deformable fluid domains. The predicted

unsteady pressures showed good agreement with those obtained from an unsteady Euler code.

Since the Specti"urn TM code is basically a three-dimensional code, aeromechanical simulation of

the three-dimensional turbomachinery rotor and stators is straightforward. Future applications

include the extension of this study to other interblade phase angles, prediction of gust response of

a turbine cascade, and multiple blade row simulation.
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Figure 1.aAeromechanical simulation process.
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Figure 2.mFluid and solid domain geometry.

Figure 3.mFluid and solid domain analysis mesh.
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